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survive. This is a challenge, as moral markets encompass both a market logic of commercial business and 

a social welfare logic of addressing environmental and social issues (Georgallis and Lee 2020). Prior 

research has shown that firms often struggle when seeking to address multiple logics (Besharov and 

Smith 2014, Smith and Besharov 2019). Therefore, firm survival in moral markets is essential, but far 

from assured.  Second, moral markets offer a compelling setting for expanding research on institutional 

complexity (Battilana and Dorado 2010, Greenwood et al. 2010, Lee et al. 2017) – settings in which firms 

face competing institutional demands. Recent literature has theorized that the organizational form of 

entrants (-"!#.). startups versus diversifying 
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complexity - the co-occurrence of both market and proenvironmental!logics in a region - negates the 

traditional advantages of -"!+,*.!firms and increases the likelihood of -"!#.).!firm survival.  

Our study contributes to several literature streams. First, we extend the literature on moral 

markets to theorize and explain how regional logics may moderate competitive dynamics and survival in 

such values-laden sectors. Our findings suggest that these dynamics are more complex than simply 

buoying the chances of survival for firms that align with the dominant logic. Rather, regional logics can 

amplify or dampen both the positive and negative effects of a variety of factors on survival in ways 

requiring nuanced explanation. Second, we reveal that, within moral markets, institutional complexity 

may actually offer advantages to -"!#.). hybrid organizations because they appeal to both a market and 

proenvironmental logic. Institutional complexity can give new firms room to differentiate themselves 

from more conventional incumbents. Third, by highlighting how regional logics can condition the impacts 

of market forces and organizational forms, our study extends the literature on institutions and 

entrepreneurship. Finally, we provide entrants in moral markets with practical guidance on how 

geographic entry decisions may impact their chances of survival. 

!
&5$'#$&).*+!4*.3"#'-%/!

Moral markets explicitly seek to address social and environmental problems while '*/(,$+#".(',& 

pursuing economic profit (Georgallis and Lee 2020). This focus on addressing social (e.g. economic 

development through microfinance (Wry and Zhao 2018)) and/or environmental problems (e.g. 

addressing climate change through renewable energy (Pacheco et al. 2014)) delineates such markets. New 
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Scholars have long examined and differentiated the drivers of -"!#.). and -"!+,*. survival1 within 

emerging markets (Carroll and Khessina 2006, Khessina and Carroll 2008). Three factors have been 

consistently shown to be important: market adoption, localized competition, and firm endowments 

(Josefy et al. 2017). First, in order for firms to survive within an emerging market, their products and/or 

services must achieve legitimacy and widespread /+%0"$ +-.1$*.# amongst consumers; this insight 

applies to both -"!#.). and -"!+,*. firms (Geroski 2003). However, when demand for new products and 

services is volatile, new entrants have smaller reserves to draw on to survive the lean early years. Because 

they are often reliant upon the emerging market and do not have extant sales from other product offerings 

(Carroll 1985), -"!#.). are extremely sensitive to market adoption. This challenge is exacerbated in the 

early stages of industry emergence when entrants must often charge a price premium compared to current 

scaled market offerings and -"!#.). firms have no cognitive legitimacy in the eyes of their customer base 

(Deeds et al. 2004, Shepherd and Zacharakis 2003, Zimmerman and Zeitz 2002). These factors also apply 

at a product level for -"!+,*. firms; they must incur the opportunity cost of entering emerging markets 

versus already successful product lines (Khessina and Carroll 2008, Steen and Weaver 2017)
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(Barnett and Freeman 2001, Bayus and Agarwal 2007, Cantner et al. 2006, Carroll and Hannan 2000, 

Helfat and Lieberman 2002, Khessina and Carroll 2008, Podolny et al. 1996).  

,67898:;!9<!1C7:;!1:7@>AB(!

While the above findings have been consistent across multiple industries, we argue that moral markets 

may present an exceptional context. Firms in new moral markets may be particularly sensitive to the 

effects described above because of the difference between the value they create and the value they can (or 

should) capture (Santos, 2012). Because moral markets exist, in principle, to benefit the environment or 

vulnerable populations, the products and services sold through them effectively demand a premium from 

buyers, exacerbating the challenges firms face.  It is also possible that moral markets benefit some firms 

disproportionately in terms of localized competition and organizational endowments, particularly when 

there are perceived differences in the veracity and/or authenticity of firms’ moral missions.  

In their review of the moral markets literature, Georgallis and Lee suggest “…a focus on social 

context and identity can help explain instances of entry that are not fully explained by resource or 

capability-based theories” (2020, p. 65). We extend this insight to survival within moral markets. Entrants 

into moral markets seek to solve environmental or social issues through for-profit businesses, and 

therefore must address the demands of diverse audiences (Smith and Besharov 2019) when developing 

and portraying their identity (York and Lenox 2014). The distinctiveness of a moral market affects the 

way in which its members identify themselves (Gehman and Grimes 2017) and how new entrants are 

perceived (York et al. 2016). Thus, firm identities in moral markets are often shaped by their community 

(Conger et al. 2018, Grimes et al. 2018) and the feedback they receive (O’Neil and Ucbasaran 2016). 

Further, perceptions of firms in moral markets are likely influenced byy a

audiences view the issue the market addresses (Ansari et al. 2013, Munir et al. 2021). By engaging in 
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(Paolella and Durand 2015). Because of these logic combinations and collisions of diverse audiences, the 

meanings associated with a moral market are often unclear and contested (Weber et al. 2008). 

In a related stream, the hybrid organizing and social entrepreneurship literature has recently 

begun to converge around localized solutions as critical to understanding how
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community - influence the actors within a community by legitimating organizations’ goals and/or 

practices. For example, Lee and Lounsbury 
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industry, widespread legitimation of farming without pesticides translated into demand for “safer” organic 

produce (Lee et al. 2017). We argue that these impacts are likely to be even more pertinent in regions 

dominated by a market logic, as firms, customers, and other stakeholders will rely on market signals, in 

the form of increased sales, to determine their strategies. Conversely, competition will create increased 

pressures as investors and other stakeholders can choose from a 
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persist in or exit the industry. Moreover, the normative orientation of the community in such locales also 

heightens the legitimacy of all entrants, and weakens external resource dependencies in the value chain. 

Thus, we hypothesize that: 

:C+<!=#!/.%+,!/+%0"$'!+--%"''*#6!"#)*%.#/"#$+,!-"6%+-+$*.#A!$>"!1.'*$*)"!%",+$*.#'>*1!?"$7""#!
/+%0"$!+-.1$*.#!+#-!2*%/!'(%)*)+,!7*,,!?"!-+/1"#"-!@*5"5A!?"!,"''!1.'*$*)"B!7>"#!$>"!
1%."#)*%.#/"#$+,!,.6*3!*#!+!%"6*.#!*'!'$%.#6"%5!
 
:C?<!=#!/.%+,!/+%0"$'!+--%"''*#6!"#)*%.#/"#$+,!-"6%+-+$*.#A!$>"!#"6+$*)"!%",+$*.#'>*1!?"$7""#!
,.3+,*4"-!3./1"$*$*.#!+#-!2*%/!'(%)*)+,!7*,,!?"!-+/1"#"-!@*5"5A!?"!,"''!#"6+$*)"B!7>"#!$>"!
1%."#)*%.#/"#$+,!,.6*3!*#!+!%"6*.#!*'!'$%.#6"%5!

!
5-4'+'0'+)-#(!,)36(&7+'8!#-.!40$1+1#(9!
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institutional logics are prevalent. For example, in many western college towns, (e.g., Boulder, CO; 

Eugene, OR; Missoula, MT) community focus on environmental sustainability is high, and 

simultaneously there is support for entrepreneurship and funding of startups, congruent with a market 

logic (see Figure A1 for additional regions embedded in institutional complexity within our sample). In 

such areas, firms that encourage environmental responsibility, and offer entrepreneurial solutions, are 

likely to find support from multiple audiences. However, such complexity can present a challenge to 

firms that cannot appease multiple audiences embedded in differing logics (Pache and Santos 2013a).  

We theorize that organizational identity will act as a mechanism to determine how firms are 

differentially impacted by regional institutional complexity in moral markets. As reviewed above, market 

adoption, competition, and firm endowments offer well-established drivers of firm survival. However, 

recent work has suggested that that the focus and congruence of firms’ identities may also play a role 

(Georgallis and Lee 2020) in moral markets. A more 2.3('"- identity aligns the firm solely with the moral 

market and can enhance perceptions of legitimacy, and thus, stakeholder support.
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focused within the emerging market (Gehman and Grimes 2017). For example, Khessina and Carroll 

(2008) found that 
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of the market due to their focus .#,& in green building products, and 3) their ability to simultaneously 

show congruence with a market logic of entrepreneurial growth and a proenvironmental logic of 

ecological protection through their stated mission 
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Based on the above, we argue that institutional complexity in a region will level the playing field 

between -"!#.).!and -"!+,*.!firms. Institutional 
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Design) voluntary certification program 
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firm-year panel, to identify the year when a firm first entered the sample, as well as its last year of 

operation. We computed all regional covariates at the metropolitan statistical area (MSA) level. 

/>I><J><A!2:79:K;>!

! :+$3!&7+'9!We use a Cox hazard modeling framework (see model and analysis section for more 

details) for the dependent variable of 2*%/!"E*$,!a binary variable that takes the value of 0 for all years 

where the firm '(%)*)"'!(i.e., was listed in the Greenspec directory) and
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industry peers at the granular product category level.3 For example, a firm producing doors and windows 

is unlikely to be in direct competition with one selling heating and air conditioning equipment. By 

restricting our measure to peers in the same product category we were able to more accurately identify 

localized competitive effects in this context. 

=&!-)1)!>+$39!We included a dummy variable to indicate if the focal firm was a -"!#.).!(1) or -"!

+,*.!(0)!firm. We categorized firms as -"!#.). based on their: 1) founding date, 2) mission statement, and 

3) product offering. We first identified the founding year of each firm, through a search of company 

websites and online databases. Following prior work in entrepreneurship (Amezcua et al. 2013, Shrader et 

al. 2000) that
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statement each year that they were in the directory, and reviewed the company’s history when available, 
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regional ideologies of a MSA’s political leaders and citizens on a liberal-conservation continuum (source: 

Citizen and Government Ideology database, https://rcfording.wordpress.com/state
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from 0-100, 
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measure to account for the availability of relevant regional human capital that can impact firm survival 

(Vedula and Kim 2019). 

In addition to these firm and regional level controls, we also included a full set of industry, 

regional, and temporal dummy variables to address omitted variable bias in our models at: 1) the firm’s 

product category to account for industry specific factors that could impact new venture survival, 2) the 

MSA and state level, to account for any time invariant regional factors and 3) year dummies, to account 

for any macro-economic temporal trends.  

1CJ>;!:<J!*<:;LB9B 

We used a Cox proportional-hazard regression model ('$3.E!command in Stata), to model the likelihood 

of a firm exiting from the GreenSpec directory in a calendar year. This semi-parametric model is flexible 

and well suited to our analysis as it makes no assumptions about the functional form of the hazard 

function and instead derives it from the underlying data (Allison 1995). The dataset is structured with a 

set of annual observations, 1999-2007, for each firm, allowing for model covariates to vary by time. Left-

side truncation is not an issue in our sample, given that our data collection window starts with the initial 

F%""#H1"3!directory publication. The model structure accounts for right-side truncation in the sample, as 

we end our observation period at 2007. 

!
#$,-+&,!!

From 1999-2007, the total number of firms was 1,233, of which 339 were removed from GreenSpec 

(survival rate of 72.5%). 297 -"!#.).!firms entered the industry and 106 of these (approximately 36%) 

failed. 936 -"!+,*.!diversifying incumbents entered the industry, and 248 of these (approximately 26%) 

exited the market. Thus, while there were fewer -"!#.).!than -"!+,*.!entrants during the study period, 

their failure rate (i.e., likelihood of exit from the GreenSpec directory) was comparatively higher. Table 1 

shows descriptive statistics, variance inflation factors, and pairwise correlations between the variables in 

our model. All bivariate correlations for theoretical variables of interest were in the direction we 

expected, and we found no concerns of multicollinearity (mean VIF=1.85). 
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------------------------------- 
Insert Table 1 about here 
------------------------------- 

 
Next, we carried out a series of multivariate analyses which we report in Table 2. Because the 

Cox hazard model estimates the hazard rate of firms exiting from the sample, a negative β corresponds to 

a lower likelihood of firm exit (i.e., a higher survival probability), while a positive β corresponds to a 

higher likelihood of firm exit (i.e., a lower survival probability)5!In Model 1, we only include control 

variables. We observe that the likelihood of firm survival is higher for firms that enter at an older age (β=-

0.005, p=0.03), are located in MSAs with more LEED accredited practitioners (β=-0.16, p=0.09), a higher 

GDP per capita (β=-0.08, p=0.05) and where water usage rates are higher (β=0.17, p=0.06). In Model 2, 

we introduce the baseline effects. As expected, we observe that the likelihood of firm survival is higher in 

MSAs where there is higher 
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logic=12.18, p=0.02). Thus, we
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baseline hazard rate of exit=1). This means that the probability of -"!#.).!firm survival was 18% lower 

than -"!+,*.!firms, ceteris paribus. However, in MSAs with institutional complexity, we observe that the 

survival probabilities of the two firm types are equal, with -"!#.).!2*%/'!just as likely to survive as their 

-"!+,*. counterparts. The probability of survival=40% for -"!#.).!firms (hazard rate of exit=1.48), while 

the probability of survival=40% for -"!+,*.!firms (hazard rate of exit=1.51). Thus, we also find support 

for Hypothesis 3b. Comparing a region without institutional complexity to one where it is present, the 

survival likelihood of -"!#.).!firms increases by 8

+
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continuum. 
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situations where both market!and proenvironmental!logics are strong in a community – to reduce the 

survival disparity they typically face relative to -"!+,*.!firms. These findings contribute to 
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diversifying incumbents and opportunity for startups within moral markets. When -"!#.). firms’ identity 

is aligned with complex regional logics, they may not only enjoy greater legitimacy but also be insulated 

from competition by incumbents who are viewed as less authentic. We believe the distinctiveness of -"!

#.). firms in respect to diversifying incumbents may be drawn into sharper contrast under institutional 
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We also extend Lounsbury’s (2007) work on competing logics’ effects on industry dynamics 

which showed that competing logics can become an “enduring fixture of (an) industry.” Our study 

provides new insight into the structuring of competing logics through our three prototypical regional 

cases: 1) one in which a longstanding logic remains dominant, 2) a recently introduced logic becomes 

dominant, and 3) instantiated competing logics. Our findings showed that these different logic 

arrangements affect industry dynamics (in our case, the population composition of a new moral market) in 

complex ways such as dampening and amplifying of both positive and negative effects of traditional 

drivers of survival. Our study differs from theoretical expectations that dominant logics tend to be the 

most important in shaping new markets. In the case of moral markets specifically, our findings are 

particularly salient. While dominant cultural support for the social objectives of a moral market, on its 

face, would seem to be best for supporting the firms most aligned with those social objectives, this may 

not always be the case. In sum, our findings suggest multiple opportunities for future work to explore the 

competition between, and coexistence of, regional logics in much greater depth. Much of this work could 

be done within the emerging literature on institutions and entrepreneurship.  

)<BA9A6A9C<B!:<J!$<A7>I7><>67BG9I!

Our findings also expand on the broader literature examining the relationship between institutions and 

entrepreneurship (for a review see Tolbert et al. 2011). While prior work has shown that both social 

movements and social norms can im
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institutional logics may not simply be supportive for emergent moral markets







 "# 
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TABLE 2. Cox hazard models. Hazard rate of firm exit= exp (b). A positive coefficient thus indicates a higher hazard rate of a firm 
experiencing an exit event from the study sample (i.e., a lower survival ) 

Variables (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Controls             

Firm age at time of entry -0.00* -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 
  (0.00)[0.03] (0.00)[0.42] (0.00)[0.43] (0.00)[0.45] (0.00)[0.39] (0.00)[0.44] 
Local policies -0.02 0.03 0.02 -0.00 0.01 0.02 
  (0.11)[0.87] (0.11)[0.80] (0.11)[0.84] (0.11)[0.99] (0.11)[0.91] (0.11)[0.84] 
Cost of building permits 0.48 0.69 0.72 0.94 0.80 0.74 
  (0.86)[0.58] (0.88)[0.43] (0.89)[0.41] (0.91)[0.30] (0.91)[0.38] (0.89)[0.40] 
LEED accredited practitioners -0.16+ -0.07 -0.07 -0.08 -0.11 -0.07 
  (0.09)[0.09] (0.09)[0.41] (0.09)[0.44] (0.09)[0.39] (0.10)[0.26] (0.09)[0.42] 
Energy cost -5.91 -5.69 -5.59 -5.00 -5.16 -5.88 
  (5.74)[0.30] (5.55)[0.31] (5.55)[0.31] (5.44)[0.36] (5.54)[0.35] (5.56)[0.29] 
Water usage 0.17+ 0.23** 0.24** 0.22* 0.24** 0.24** 
  (0.09)[0.06] (0.09)[0.01] (0.09)[0.01] (0.10)[0.02] (0.09)[0.01] (0.09)[0.01] 
Average daily temperature 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.04



 $% 
!

De novo firm   0.67*** 0.67*** 0.70*** 0.66*** 0.76*** 
    (0.16)[0.00] (0.16)[0.00] (0.16)[0.00] (0.16)[0.00] (0.17)[0.00] 
Main effects of regional institutional logics             

Market logic     0.77 0.37 0.72 0.68 
      (1.98)[0.70] (2.04)[0.86] (2.08)[0.73] (1.99)[0.73] 
Proenvironmental logic     -0.47 -1.42 -2.74 -0.37 
      (2.85)[0.87] (3.14)[0.65] (3.64)[0.45] (2.83)[0.90] 
Institutional complexity     0.17 0.19 0.21 0.41 

      (0.35)[0.62]
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FIGURE 1 

Probability of firm survival as a function of market adoption (panel A) and localized competition 
(panel B). The response curves are shown for weak (mean-1 std) (dashed lines) and strong (mean + 
1 std) (sold lines) levels of the market logic variable 
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FIGURE 2 

Probability of firm survival as a function of market adoption (panel A) and localized competition 
(panel B). The response curves are shown for weak (mean-1 std) (dashed lines) and strong (mean + 

1 std) (sold lines) levels of the proenvironmental logic variable 
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FIGURE 3 

Probability of firm survival for de novo (solid columns) and 
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APPENDIX 
 

FIGURE A1 

Heat Map of Distribution of Regional Institutional Logics. Institutionally complex MSAs (i.e., high on both the market logic and 
proenvironmental logic) are shown in blue and listed in the table to the left of the heat map.  

MSAs with a dominant market logic (i.e., high market logic and low proenvironmental logic) are shown in red. MSAs with a dominant 
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